Reception
Learning Passport

Let Your Light Shine!

Your journey through Reception…
Meet Boris the
Robot with ‘Heart
Smart’

Celebrate different faiths
and festivals through arts
and crafts & food tastingDiwali & Chinese New
year

Weekly dance

Take part in a

lessons with

Dragon Dance

‘Kick Start’

workshop!

Invite your family

Think like a

into class for ‘Stay

detective!

and Play’ each

Investigate a

week

crime scene.

Meet our
Cooking and
food tasting!

‘Growth and Green
fingers’ – plant some
vegetables in our

local PSCO
Mike

Tell the Christmas
story and perform

garden.

the Nativity

A trip to

Learn about the

the farm!

butterfly

lifecycle of a

*Chosen by the children*
UNCRC Children have the right to express
their views in all matters affecting them

EYFS Curriculum
Personal, Social and Emotional Development
 Discuss friendship and how to look after each other
 Share what is special to us and ‘Why I am special’
 Discuss different emotions and learn how to express them appropriately
Communication and Language
 Join in with activities in class
 Listen to my friends and teachers
 Learn new vocabulary through stories and play
Physical Development
 Learn about my body and how to keep healthy
 Move confidently in a variety of ways
Expressive Arts
 Use my imagination to engage in role play activities
 Explore musical instruments and songs
 Use different materials, media and tools to create collages
Literacy Reading
 Handle books carefully and enjoy listening to stories and poems
 Learn to read simple words and sentences
 Use the new vocabulary learnt through role play
Literacy Writing
 Write my own name and other words using phonic knowledge
 Begin to write short sentences
 Hear initial sounds and other sounds in simple words
 Continue a rhyming string
Mathematics
 Count up to 20 and find 1 more or 1 less
 Learn to solve problems
 Investigate with number, shape and measure
 Recognise familiar shapes in the environment
Understanding of the World
 Talk about plants and animals
 Question why things happen and investigate
 Show care for the environment
 Complete a simple programme on a programmable toy
RE
 Learn stories from different faiths and think about which stories are special and why
 Learn about places that are special and why
 Learn about the importance of prayer and which people are special
 Learn about different festivals and their importance to the community

